Winner of Six LA Press Club Awards
in 2012, 2013, and 2014.
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Councilmember
Carrizosa Refuses
to Answer Questions
About False and
Misleading Statements

Cal Poly Headed for College World Series Carrizosa and Lantz

Vote Against Helping
Homeless in City
By Brian Hews

Eastern) on Saturday, May
28.
All of CPP's World Series games will be aired at
the Bronco Student Center
and on campus cable channel 32.
In the bottom of the third
inning Monday in Riverside,
the host and No. 1 seeded
Baptist Lancers recorded
five runs, a pair of homers
and a single sparked their

In what only can be described as vindictive and mean spirited, two Pomona
Councilwomen voted no this past May
16 to approve temporary shelters for
the homeless population in the city of
Pomona as per Senate Bill 2 which was
passed in 2007.
Councilwomen Cristina Carrizosa
and Paula Lantz surprised everyone with
their no votes when the issue came to
a vote, with the remaining five councilmembers voting yes.
To designate an area in the City suitable for a homeless shelter costs the City
nothing, while placing the City in compliance with SB 2, so there was no apparent reason for the two Councilwomen
to vote no on the issue.
Even more baffling, during the May
2, 2016 meeting, Carrizosa seconded
the first motion to approve the shelters,
which passed by a 5-0 vote, with Lantz
and Nolte not present.
Carrizosa even insincerely proclaimed, “once again District 3 is bearing
the load to solve the city’s problems. We
in District 3 are up for the challenge!
Sources are telling Hews Media

See CAL POLY page 10

See HOMELESS page 9

See ARRESTS page 1

See LINC HOUSING page 1

By Brian Hews
Councilwoman Cristina Carrizosa is
against Measure Y and has been exposed
by Hews Media Group-Community News
as the likely leader of a shadowy organization fighting the Measure, placing No
on Measure Y banners throughout the city
as well as distributing negative flyers to
Pomona residents.

Just a base hit was all that was needed to keep Cal Poly Pomona in the ballgame, but
CPP's Jacob Bernardy did not stop there. Bernardy hit the first homerun of his career
out of Totman Stadium and with it came four RBI. His grand slam put the Broncos on
top 7-6, a lead that the CPP team would hold as it clinched its second-consecutive
NCAA West Region Title and trip to Cary, N.C.
Staff Report

Cristina Carrizosa

Questions surround Carrizosa’s covert
actions, as the Measure would not cost the
City any money, give the City $500,000
upfront, and give the City $250,000 per

See CARRIZOSA page 7

See MEASURE Y page 1

The Broncos are going
to the College World Series
starting May 28, 2016.
As they take the trip to
Cary, N.C., for the NCAA
Division II Championship
Series, the Broncos will
first play the Midwest Region champion Southern
Indiana.
The Broncos' contest
with USI is set for 4 p. m. Pacific (7 p. m.
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VIOLENT SINGLE CAR CRASH ON
MISSION BLVD. IN POMONA

Former President Clinton
Visited Pomona to
Campaign for His Wife
By Brian Hews
This past Saturday, former President
Bill Clinton campaigned for his wife Hillary Clinton in Pomona at Ganesha High
School.
The former president was interrupted
by protesters with megaphones, who began shouting and chanting in the middle
of his speech.
As the protesters shouted, security escorted them out of the event, Clinton, in
his own way paused and smiled, appearing unruffled.
"This is not a Donald Trump rally," he
said, to big cheers from supporters. "We
welcome dissenters and protesters here.
This is America."
Clinton was introduced by LA County Supervisor Hilda Solis, the former
congresswoman who also served in the
Obama Cabinet as U. S. Labor Secretary
at the same time Hillary Clinton served as
Secretary of State.

The former president told the crowd
of 300-400 of a request Hillary made to
Obama that the White House become
more social.
Quoting his wife Clinton said, "I want
you to give me two or three of those tech
wizards you used to beat me in the primary. And let me put them in the State
Department so we can put America onto
social media.”
"She was the first major figure to say
we are crazy to demonize Muslims. We
need Muslims who love freedom and
hate terror in America to help us win the
battle."
Clinton finished by saying, "there are
more issues that unite us than divide us
we must unify the party and beat The
Donald."
The Donald reference elicited a huge
response from the crowd.

One person was hospitalized after a violent crash this past week on Mission Blvd.
between Humane Way and Temple Avenue. Witnesses said the car was travelling at a
high rate of speed and overturned. After the car rolled twice it caught fire. The crash
was reported around 3:30 a.m., according to a Pomona police statement. The extent
of the driver’s injuries were unclear. The cause of the crash was not immediately
released. Photo ABC7.

TIM SANDOVAL
ANNOUNCES RUN FOR
POMONA MAYOR
Staff Report
Long-time Pomona community leader
Tim Sandoval recently announced his
campaign to run for
Pomona Mayor.
Sandoval is the
current Program Director of Bright Prospect, a program that helps low-income
students from the Pomona area get into
and graduate from colleges all over the
country.
Sandoval was born in Los Angeles and
raised in a working-class neighborhood in
Pomona.
A graduate of Pomona High School, he
recalls the personal sacrifices his parents
made so that he could go to college.
After graduating college, Tim worked
at the Pomona Valley Center for Community Development, organizing youth
programs, cultural events and community
outreach programs.
For more information visit
timsandoval.com
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POMONA WOMAN TRAPPED IN CHIMNEY FOR FIVE HOURS
A Pomona woman found herself in a
jam Friday after trying to enter her locked
Pomona house through the chimney.
Firefighters were called at 12:12
p.m. the 2200 block of Carlton Avenue.
The chimney had to be taken apart so
the woman, who suffered minor injuries,
could be freed and taken to a hospital,

the house.
Neighbors called the police when
they heard the screams for help.
“I called the police and they came,
and they broke the chimney, ” neighbor
Jose Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez said he was in his front
yard with his daughter when he heard the

Photo of broken down chimney. The 20 year-old was stuck for over five hours. She
was taken to the hospital, treated, and returned home that night.

a Los Angeles County Fire Department
dispatcher said.
The 20-year-old apparently left her
keys inside her house and decided to
climb down the chimney to get back into

cries for help.
“I guess she forgot her keys, and she
thought she was skinny enough to fit in
the chimney, ” the woman’s sister, Ivanna Moreno said.
Firefighters had to tear down the

chimney brick by brick to get the woman
out.
LA County Fire said the young woman was trapped in the chimney for five
hours.
Jose Juarez saw the woman moments
after rescuers pulled her from the rubble.
She was coming out with a lot of
black stuff, like soot, ” Juarez said.
The woman was taken to a nearby
hospital and treated with minor injuries.
The rescue took less than an hour, according to the fire department.
"She was very lucky," said one fireman at the scene, "she could have been
seriously injured."
She returned home on Friday night.
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MARIACHI LOS BRONCOS
DE POMONA CONCERT
From Pomona Proud
Mariachi Los Broncos de Pomona, one
of Cal Poly Pomona’s newest ensembles,
will make their evening concert debut on
Tuesday, May 31, 2016 at the Music Recital Hall. Los Broncos’ Spring 2016 concert marks a momentous occasion for the
Cal Poly Pomona community, as it will
celebrate the revival of the Music Department’s mariachi program.
Mariachi ensembles in college programs began during the 1960s at a time
when the Chicano Civil Rights Movement
and the Bilingual Education Act (1968)
helped motivate changes in diversity on
college campuses and encourage students to take pride in cultural expressions.
Southern California has served as a historically significant place for the development of both the Chicano Movement and
academic mariachi programs.
Throughout the late twentieth century,
Cal Poly Pomona offered a mariachi ensemble that was part of this legacy; however, the original CPP mariachi ensemble
dissolved after the early 2000s. Now under the direction of Dr. Jessie M. Vallejo,
Mariachi Los Broncos consists of students
from diverse backgrounds and majors, including music, business administration,
engineering, kinesiology, and psychology.
In the ensemble’s two quarters, they
have already enjoyed the opportunity of
working with Jesús Guzmán, the Grammy
Award-winning musical director of Mariachi Los Camperos de Nati Cano. Los
Broncos’ initial university-hour noon concert in Winter 2016 was sold out and the
group has continued to receive positive receptions following additional on-campus
performances. Mariachi Los Broncos de
Pomona invites you to join them for their
evening concert debut.
Mariachi Los Broncos de Pomona
Tuesday, May 31, 2016 at 8:00pm Music
Recital Hall #24-191, 3801 West Temple
Avenue, Pomona, CA 91768 Tickets $10
– Box Office #24-188 – 12-1:00pm weekdays, at the event, or online at csupomona.
tix.com. Visitor parking permit $7.
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Restaurant Review

Taqueria Santa Cruz
This week’s restaurant is a taqueria
located in the corner of the shopping center at the southwest corner of Garey and
Grand. It is literally “in the corner” of the
center. It is very unassuming and hidden,
but I was able to find it fairly quickly.
So I took a seat at one of the tables and
was quickly provided with a menu. All
menu items also appear on a board behind
the cash register. The dining room had a
television showing a telenovela, with the
volume up so it could be heard (if not understood by me–I pretty much could follow the action though).
After studying the menu, and there
were a number of good sounding dishes
including burritos, sopas, tostadas, and
others such as huevos al gusto, birria de
chivo, and fajitas, as well as seafood options.
I chose one of my standbys (sorry, not
feeling particularly adventuresome that
day) and ordered the chili relleno platillo.
It came with a chili relleno drenched in
a red tomato sauce, refried beans, and rice,
as well as corn tortillas. I also orderd a diet
Coke, although there were aguas frescas
available as well as a number of bottled
soft drinks including Mexican Coke.
My meal was delivered to my table in
a fairly short period of time. This was an
interesting version of a chili relleno. First
the cheese in the filling was a little bit
tough, not melty and smooth, but it had a
“bite” to it, not awful, but not what I expected.
The sauce actually tasted like someone poured a jar of marinara sauce on top
and added some lightly grilled onions and
bell peppers. It had that sweet tomato style

HewsMediaGroup.net

taste more than the flavor that I would associate with a tomatillo sauce on a chili
relleno.
The rice was cooked perfectly and
tasted good, although nothing special. The
beans on the other hand had a “fishy” taste
to them. I’m not sure if they were warmed
up in a pan that had been used to cook fish
but it was definitely a different flavor profile for refried beans.
I wanted a little salsa for my rice,
and looked around and the waitress noticed and asked what I needed. She then
brought me two squeeze bottles one with a
red sauce and the other with a green sauce.
This worked out fine. While I was there,
there were only two others who came in.
One single person ordered take-out
and one other single diner at in. At the end
of my meal, no one came to the table with
the check so I approached the cash register. I started to pay with my debit card
(who carries cash these days) but the waitress informed me that if I used a card it
would cost an additional dollar.
I checked my wallet and, wonder of
wonders, I actually had a $20 in there.
I paid and added the dollar that I would
have used to pay a card fee, along with
some other change, and dropped it in the
tip jar. To be honest, if they had taken the
card the tip would have been larger. Although I cleared my plate, mom would
have been proud, it was not a place that
I was impressed with and I doubt I’ll be
back.
They have 4.5 stars on Yelp so I really must have missed something. I always accept that I might not have chosen
the right food at an unknown restaurant.
Your mileage may vary. Next week I’ll be
moving from the south Pomona portion of
Garey to the downtown portion. Let’s see
if things change.
Taqueria Santa Cruz is located at
1285 S Garey Ave # E, Pomona, CA
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ASSEMBLYMEMBER RODRIGUEZ HONORS HEROIC
EMERGENCY MEDICAL PROVIDERS

Assemblymember Freddie Rodriguez honored a group of heroic Emergency Medical
Providers during a special ceremony on the Assembly Floor this past week.

Staff Report
In celebration of Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Week which takes place
this year from May 15th – May 21st,
Assemblymember Freddie Rodriguez
(D-Pomona) is hosting a free CPR training course in partnership with American
Medical Response and Montclair Police
Department Saturday. Students will receive hands-on training and certification
good for 2 years upon completion.
“The time it takes to learn CPR is
nothing compared to the reward a person
can feel when they save someone’s life,”
said Rodriguez. “Fewer than 3 percent of
Americans take a CPR class each year. I
want to do my part to increase that number.”
Assemblymember Rodriguez has
been an emergency medical technician in
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the San Gabriel Valley for over 30 years.
Even while serving in the State Legislature, he still works shift on an ambulance
when his schedule allows.
Rodriguez’ background in emergency
medical services led him to introduce legislation to require CPR training in high
school. Assembly Bill 1719 will ensure
California’s high school students learn
this critical skill, empowering them to act
when an emergency arises. Similar legislation has been passed in 31 other states.
The bill is set to be heard in the Assembly
Appropriations Committee on May 27th.
“California is falling behind the rest
of the nation,” said Rodriguez. “Including
CPR instruction in high school is a common sense approach to ensuring our students are equipped with basic life skills. I
urge my colleagues to support my legislation.”
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CARRIZOSA

Continued from page 1
year for a total of $10 million over the life
of the agreement.
In addition, major problems exist with
the information on the banners and flyers
that Carrizosa is endorsing.
One problem is the lack of a disclosure
statement informing residents who paid for
the banners and flyers, a blatant Fair Political Practices Act violation.
Section 18450.4 of the Act specifically
states that disclosures shall include “paid
for by” and the word “committee” on the
campaign materials. “The disclosures shall
be presented in a clear and conspicuous
manner to give the reader notice of the
identity of the person(s) or committee(s)
that paid for the communication.”
The other problem, which could land
Carrizosa in legal hot water, is that all of
the wording on the campaign materials are
outright lies and almost exactly match the
two Argument and Rebuttals filed by Carrizosa with the Pomona City Clerk on Mar.
17 and Mar. 28 of this year.
HMG-CN has sent several emails to
Carrizosa asking about her forms sent to
the City Clerk and the lies contained therein, with no answer.
Carrizosa was also asked if she was involved with the banners and distribution of
flyers that match her wording in the forms
filed with the City Clerk, again she did not
answer.
The lack of communication from Carrizosa is telling given the fact she is covertly
supporting an illegal extension of an agreement that expired June 2014.
On Nov 2, 1993 voters approved Proposition L, which banned any new billboards
in the City. Because the proposition was
approved by voters, any proposal for new
billboards must be approved by voters.

No on Measure Y banner mounted on a fence in Pomona. Note that the disclosure statement-the political committee who paid for the
banner-is missing. The lack of a disclosure statement violates Fair Political Practices Act rules for disclosure. The banner also misleads
readers about billboard spacing in California. Billboards are required to be 1,500 feet apart.
Another outdoor advertising company was
the recipient of the agreement and erected
10 billboards while removing 30 “eyesore”
billboards.
The agreement expired in June 2014,
ordering the company to remove the billboards, but the company has been in “negotiations” with the City to extend the
agreement; an agreement that Proposition
L prohibits.
An agreement that Carrizosa is fighting
to get approved that will bring the City only
$1 million, while Measure Y will bring the
City $10 million.
Everyone is asking why; why the hypocrisy of accepting a 1 million agreement
as opposed to a $10 million agreement.
Measure Y is on the upcoming June 7
ballot and is a contract with a sign devel-

oper, Bulletin Displays, which Pomona
voters will get to approve or reject. The
contract allows up to 10 aesthetically beautiful message centers on the four freeways
in the City of Pomona.
The developer will pay for the entire
cost to build and operate the message centers in addition to paying all taxes and permit fees.
8,700 residents signed a petition supporting Measure Y to get it onto the June
7 ballot.
Most of the local charities and businesses, the Pomona Police Officer Association,
the Pomona School of Arts and Enterprise,
the Boys and Girls Club, Local Teamsters,
along with 8,700 residents have endorsed
Measure Y, but Carrizosa is strangely opposing the measure and does not seem to
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be concerned about the many lies she has
put forth in the City.
In an attempt to use scare tactics, Carrizosa claims that there are no content controls in Measure Y. However as HMG-CN
and other newspapers, including Nueva
Voz have reported recently, Measure Y has
extremely tight content controls with severe monetary fines for non-compliance.
Anyone on the City Council can give
notice to the developer that the advertising
is indecent and must be removed.
Carrizosa is a Councilmember; she has
the power to remove indecent copy, but has
chosen to mislead voters. The Developer
stated that they gave the power to the City
to regulate the content of indecent and obscene advertising to prove that they wanted

See CARRIZOSA page 8
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services, broken streets, broken down infrastructure. Other cities are thriving, but
not Pomona”.

CARRIZOSA

Continued from page 7
the signs to be an asset to the community.
Carrizosa and company are also claiming that the developer is building “normal”
billboards, which is another outright lie.
The developer has submitted several
renderings and actually wants to involve
the community and students from the
School of Arts and Enterprise and other
Pomona schools in designing the message
centers.
The developer has made it very clear
that they want to make the architecture of
the sign something that the residents would
be proud to showcase as a Pomona landmark.
Undaunted, Carrizosa and company
have been posting misleading banners at
street corners in Pomona that show only
normal billboards.
And she refuses to meet with the developer to talk about the agreement or answer
any questions pertaining to the agreement
Carrizosa recently appeared at the
Democratic Club in a question and answer
session between her and the developer.
The developer spoke first and answered all
questions, including questions from Mike
Sueza, who is also fighting the measure
with misleading statements.
Next up was Carrisoza who, along with
Sueza, held up one of the misleading street
banners.
Carrizosa once again spewed her false
statements, sat down, and despite numerous requests for questions from the audience, arrogantly said “no questions.”
Long-time resident Vernon Price expressed his dislike towards Carrizosa.
“Don’t believe the lies from Cristina. No
growth during her tenure as a Council
Member. No jobs, no business, no industry, reduced city services, reduced safety

Carrizosa Has History of
Questionable Ethics

This is not the first time Carrizosa has
twisted facts or circumstances to attain certain goals.
According to a report in the Inland Valley Daily Bulletin in June 2010, in a deal
to maximize the benefits of Carrizosa's
pensions from the city of Pomona and
the Pomona Unified School District, she
convinced her colleagues on the Pomona
council to let her resign her seat on the
council on the same day she retired from
the school district.
Two days later, the council appointed
her back to her council position.
The purpose of the maneuvering was to
allow Carrizosa to maximize her pension
and, according to the web site PublicCEO,
boost her salary from the city of Pomona.
Carrizosa was now due a much larger
pension from her council service after her
maneuver.
The article indicated she would receive
more than $20,000 per year up from the
$2,688 she was due, an increase of 735%.
Carrizosa acknowledged that her pension from the California Public Employees'
Retirement System, or CalPERS, will be
higher because of her brief retirement.
"It will be a higher amount, but I have
no idea what it is," Carrizosa said. "I have
not received any response at all. All I know
is that they received my application."
The Daily Bulletin contacted an "official," who asked not to be named, who was
in a similar position to Carrizosa's upon retiring from a school district.
By retiring from both jobs on the same
day, the higher salary of the two jobs will
be used by both pension systems even if,

Continued on page 9
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in Carrizosa's case, the day job pays in the
neighborhood of $80,000 and the elected
job pays $9,600.
"She's very sneaky," the official said. "I
could have done the same thing.
But it's not ethical."

HOMELESS

Continued from page 1
Group-Community News that Carrizosa
promised the head of Lionsgate, Ron
Williams, that she would vote yes on the
issue.
No reason was given for Carrizosa
and Lantz's vidictive votes.
Pomona has been in technical violation of SB 2 since 2007 for noncompliance. The bill requires that all cities in
California allow “by right" year-round
emergency shelters in the city. The requirement is to allow at least one facility
that meets the needs of each cities homeless population that is in need of temporary shelter.
In addition, the Senate Bill requires
that cities in California treat organizations applying for the housing similar
to applications for single-family or multiple family dwelling units.
The property, located at 1390 E. Mission Blvd. is ready to go with Williams
only asking the city to waive the $10,000
Planning Division and Building Safety
Division fees.
Williams was quoted on his website saying, “The Pomona City Council
recently approved 1390 East Mission
Blvd. so we may house up to 71 men
and women. We plan to begin restoring
the buildings on the property once the
ordinance is approved and the commu-
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nity development director approves our
management and operations plan.”
Williams went on, “this is a monumental undertaking and it will require
cooperation and support from every facet of government, local churches, residents, business owners, and volunteers
for Phase I.”
The Mission property also has room
to build a gymnasium sized construct to
accommodate more homeless persons
and provide services to get them off the
street and into a stable environment.
That will require conditional use permit
from the City.
“Our goal,” Williams said, “is not to
attract more homeless people to Pomona
but to accommodate the ones currently
living on the city’s streets, if they desire
help.”
Emails into Carrizosa and Lantz
asking why they voted no went unanswered.
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CAL POLY

Continued from page 1
offense for three runs before a single out
was recorded.
Later in the inning, a sacrifice fly and a
throwing error by the Broncos' catcher allowed runs No. 4 and No. 5 to score.
In the third inning, CPP answered with a
run of its own. Caleb Romo singled through
the left side and that allowed for Jared James
to make his way home. James had doubled
to left field in his at-bat and then moved
over on a groundout from Chris Stratton.
The final line on the CPP starter Tyler

Rowe was 3.2 innings pitched, five earned
runs allowed on five hits added to a pair
each of strikeouts and walks.
He exited the game trailing 5-1 in the
bottom of the fourth. Romo reduced the
Broncos' deficit in the fifth as he sent homerun No. 10 on the season careening over the
left field fence.
His shot pulled the Broncos just three
back in the game as they trailed just 5-2.
The homerun was his second of the
tournament and increased his RBI tally to
44 on the year.
Replacing Rowe on the bump was Wyatt Shackleford. The sophomore dealt for
two innings, scattering four hits and surrendering one run that came on a single to center field with runners at second and third.
The Dana Point native also tallied a trio of
strikeouts.
The top of the eighth came with the CPP
team registering a five-run inning of their
own. The first run came as Ryan Webberley
hits a sacrifice fly to right field and scored
Jason Padlo.
Then, with Michael Zidek, Cody Martin and Nic Hernandez on base, Bernardy
cranked his grand slam over the left field
fence to put the Green and Gold up 7-6.
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(562) 924-2565
(714) 527-5300
20014 State Road, Cerritos

www.albanos.com

Bonded & Insured • California Contractors Lic. #458625
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AUTOMOTIVE

CREMATION

Okimotos
Automotive
Center

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Artesia
Cemetery
District

PHARMACY & MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Grave sites available
16400 Pioneer Blvd.,
• Local Delivery Available
$2,000 and up.
• We Are A Compounding Pharmacy
Norwalk, CA 90650
Payment plans
• Ask About Our Weight Loss Program
available on
preneeds.
17623 PIONEER BLVD.
Serving the community
Now offering
ARTESIA
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